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My Emotional 
Experience

God and Emotion

Zephaniah 3:17 “The Lord thy God in the midst 
of thee is mighty; he will save, he will rejoice 

over thee with joy; he will rest in his love, he will 
joy over thee with singing.”
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Take home exercise

Universality of Emotions 

“God has given us our emotions for a reason. 
Emotions are supposed to be indicators of reality 

not fabricators or framers of reality.” 

Ravi Zacharias

Event Emotional 
Experience Response

Basics Please? 

Primary 
Emotions

Anger

Sadness

Excitement

Shame

Fear

Joy

Feeling is just an 
expression of 
awareness. 



Happy
An overall sense of 
exhilaration based on a 
specific accomplishment or 
favorable  environmental 
circumstance in the 
moment. A feeling of 
lightness, power and 
energy is felt. A surge of 
adrenaline seems to 
enhance our sense of self 
and our connectedness 
with others. We feel warm 
all over. 

Adapted from Emotions work-packet, Meier Clinics

Fear
Felt in the upper chest and 
breathing passages. It is a 
sense that somehow our 
life and survival are being 
threatened. It is felt as 
sense of dread that 
eventually spreads 
throughout the entire body. 

Adapted from Emotions work-packet, Meier Clinics

Anger
A feeling of power in the 
gut is followed by a surge 
of muscle tension in the 
lower, middle and upper 
back and shoulders, 
followed by a rush of 
adrenaline and blood flow 
through out the body. 

Adapted from Emotions work-packet, Meier Clinics

Psalms 32:3-4 “When I kept silence, my 
bones waxed old through my roaring all 
the day long. For day and night thy hand 

was heavy upon me: my moisture is turned 
into the drought of summer. Selah.”

Uniqueness of Emotional 
Experience

Emotional Experience

Uniqueness

Universality 
of Emotions



Influences of Unique Emotional 
Experience

Family of 
Origin

Past 
Experiences

Unique 
Emotional 

Experience

Emotional Mismatch

Wife’s Unique 
Emotional 

Experiences

Husband’s 
Unique 

Emotional 
Experiences

Emotional Experience

“Men: when your wife is sharing an emotional 
problem, what she is feeling ABOUT the problem 

is actually more important to her than the 
problem.”

Shaunti Feldhahn

Spend Time on How

How?

What?

Spoken 
Message

Learning Emotional Worlds

Daily Discipline:

•Take time to connect and share 2 – 3 emotions from your day. 
Connect each emotion to an experience or event.

Deeper Dive:

•Engage in dialogue with your spouse about how past experiences 
have shaped the way you connect with and experience emotions. 
Use the activity found at www.accounseling.org/emotionalworld.


